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Despite trends in hearing technology, there is little understanding of how listeners judge quality of speech. The lack of understanding of these perceptual mechanisms prevents development of efficient approaches to improving speech quality technologies. The proposed research addresses this knowledge gap and is among the first studies to elucidate the differences in listening strategies between speech understanding and speech quality judgments. It is well established that the frequencies in speech contributing to speech understanding varies—certain frequencies are more essential than others. The relative importance of different frequencies, known as spectral weights, represents listeners’ strategies when performing speech recognition tasks (i.e., repeating back the presented speech). We hypothesize the spectral weightings of listeners judging speech quality compared to speech understanding will differ—our preliminary results have proved our hypothesis true as frequencies are proving to contribute disparately for understanding versus recognition. Previous research demonstrates clarity of pitch being a key contributor to perceived speech quality, while speech understanding may be maintained when voice pitch is heavily distorted. Therefore, the frequencies carrying information in pitch may become more important in speech quality judgment. As research continues, I will test this hypothesis by analyzing the differences in the participants’ spectral weightings of a speech recognition task and a speech quality judgment task. To discern the spectral weighting, a correlational analysis is done for each of the two tasks using averages in the responses. This correlational analysis averages data from the participants’ responses to find how each frequency band of interest contributed to understanding versus recognition. This project provides one of the first estimates on the contribution of frequencies in perceptual judgments of speech quality, which is valuable for future hearing technology aiming to improve perceived speech quality in that it pinpoints the frequency regions requiring attention in audiological research to come.
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Inequities in healthcare have led to disparities for many populations, including autistic individuals. One structural factor associated with health inequities for autistic individuals are the tools used to screen for autism, which do not work equitably within minority populations. There is, therefore, a great need for culturally sensitive screening tools. My study assesses the cultural sensitivity of “My Toddler’s Social Communication” (MTSC), a tool developed by UW’s ReadiLab to screen toddlers at autism risk. Unlike existing screening tools, MTSC employs photographs of toddlers engaging in social communication behaviors, along with brief behavioral descriptions. I used a sequential explanatory mixed-methods design to investigate whether caregivers of toddlers find MTSC to be feasible for use with culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) families; and find the photos and behaviors culturally relevant. For the first phase, 10 caregivers of toddlers completed MTSC and answered questions regarding its acceptability and feasibility for CLD families. For the second phase, I interviewed 15 CLD caregivers. I then analyzed survey data using descriptive statistics and the interviews using thematic analysis. Survey results showed that 80% of caregivers found the photos representative of a broad range of cultures. However, only 30% of respondents agreed that MTSC was easy to complete for caregivers from diverse backgrounds. Thematic analysis revealed five themes: visual representation deficits, cultural relevance differences, accessibility to non-native English speakers, and accuracy chal-
challenges. Overall, results suggest that MTSC has fair visual representation, but can become more feasible and accessible by accommodating caregivers who utilize daycare services, and including photos with a greater range of races, cultures, and caregiver genders. This study is one step of many toward creating measures that can assess the cultural sensitivity of tools to make cultural sensitivity accessible for researchers developing instruments and improve the lack of diversity and equity in Clinical Psychology.
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There is often a stigma associated with bilingualism due to the mistaken belief that bilingual children develop language skills at a significantly slower rate than monolingual children. To combat this misconception, it is necessary to conduct research showing that bilingualism either helps or does not harm language acquisition when compared to monolingualism. This study attempts to meet that general need by determining how bilingual and monolingual children compare in metaphor comprehension. I decided to focus on metaphors because they can be challenging for children to interpret correctly, and I hypothesized that bilingual children would perform better on metaphor comprehension tasks than monolingual children because of their regular use of second labels. I investigated how 127 monolingual and bilingual children ages 2.5-4.5 years old responded to a set of metaphors by using a game-like format to gather data via Qualtrics. Specifically, I gave children a series of 10 metaphor questions in which they needed to choose which of two pictures best fit a provided metaphorical phrase. Children were also given 10 vocabulary questions derived from the metaphor questions to ensure that children knew the literal meaning of the words. Results showed that bilingual children performed slightly but significantly better than monolingual children on metaphor comprehension questions. Currently, I am also collecting data for a follow-up study to replicate and extend my findings. These results are important because they give us insight into how child language development differs between monolingual and bilingual children and counter negative stereotypes about bilingualism.
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In many languages, nouns have what is called "grammatical gender," which is a seemingly arbitrary gender that is assigned to each noun. A common example would be Spanish, where nouns with the article la are feminine and those with el are masculine. In German, these noun genders are notoriously difficult to learn. This is, in part, due to the fact that German has three grammatical genders (masculine, feminine, and neuter) compared to the more common two (masculine and feminine). In addition, there are often no markers at the ends of nouns to indicate whether the noun is masculine, feminine, or neuter, which means learners cannot tell the gender of the word simply by looking at it. For example, in Spanish, feminine nouns often end with -a and masculine nouns with -o, which make the gender relatively easy to identify. This is not the case in German. Learners must, for the most part, learn noun genders through rote memorization. In this study, I test three different methods of helping native English speakers acquire the grammatical gender of nouns in German. I investigate whether learners can effectively acquire the gender and meaning of twelve German nouns with three mnemonic devices: color association, images, and videos with gendered actors. Participants are split into four groups, one control and one for each mnemonic device, where they are exposed to the nouns. The short-term effects of these visual aids are then revealed through two post-tests following the session. Based on previous research, I believe that the video condition will be the most effective at helping learners acquire noun gender. Given that memorization of grammatical gender is crucial to effectively learning a language, it is worth exploring innovative ways of helping students acquire this feature, especially for speakers whose first language does not have gendered nouns.
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Early childhood language capability is closely tied to future success. Thus, it is vital to research how best to support the language acquisition process of young children. Extant literature emphasizes the role of children’s parents but largely ignores the impact of other family members such as siblings. The primary goal of my research is to address this absence by investigating the effects of older sibling presence upon the language development outcomes of infants. I use a longi-
tudinal dataset of audio recordings taken by Language Environ-ment Analysis (LENA) software. This software uses a small device worn by a child over an entire day to record their naturalistic linguistic environment for up to 16 hours. I focus on two main indicators of language input quality: parentese and conversational turns (CTs), both of which have been shown to promote language acquisition. Commonly referred to as “baby talk,” parentese is the acoustically exaggerated speech style typically used while addressing infants. CTs are alternations between speakers in one-on-one conversation, and often include nonverbal aspects of communication upon which infants rely for learning. My present findings demonstrate that infants with older siblings experience lower levels of these variables compared to infants without older siblings. However, the differences between language outcomes of the two groups were not as pronounced as expected based on this difference. Thus, with the help of fellow undergraduate coders, I am now coding and transcribing segments of LENA recordings of infants with older siblings that have the highest amount of speech from other children. I hope to uncover sibling input variables that may help infants with siblings to “catch up” to those without siblings regarding language outcomes. My results will inform those involved in early childhood development regarding how to facilitate the language acquisition process of young children with older siblings most effectively.
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Episodic memory is a crucial element of the human condition. It allows us to remember what happened, where it happened, when it happened, and then piece these components together to form comprehensive memories. However, the ability to remember when an event happened lags years behind the ability to remember what happened and where it took place. At the root of this phenomenon is the concept that temporal reasoning ability takes a more gradual path to maturation as well. In several cultures, the challenge of reasoning with time is alleviated using a spatiotemporal model called the mental timeline—a representation of time based on a left-to-right linear frame. With the proposed research I aim to prime 32 6-year-old children with a left-to-right spatiotemporal model, and 32 additional 6-year-old children with a nonlinear model of events before examining each of their spatial and temporal memory binding abilities. The first phase of this study—in which children are primed to think about time in a spatial format—entails a short animation of a character visiting nine places around the world. Icons corresponding to each event are then placed either in order from left to right, or in a nonlinear format. After completing the priming task, children participate in an unrelated memory game to assess the effects of spatiotemporal priming on their temporal memory abilities. They watch three animations, each consisting of a character completing nine activities in nine different locations. After each animation, they answer three corresponding location-related and order-related questions each. I expect children primed with a left-to-right model to outperform children in the nonlinear priming group on temporal-order probing questions. We hope that the anticipated results can be used in academic settings to strengthen memory abilities in young children and shift the nature of how we communicate with children about time.